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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1791-Under the watchful 
eyes of the public, the fat man was ashamed and dared not attack Byron. He turned 
around and scolded the dolphin keeper angrily. 

“How do you people train dolphins? My son was almost attacked by your dolphins! You 
must take responsibility!” 

The keeper’s eyes were on fire. She wished she could slap this scumbag just like Byron 
did. 

However, she restrained herself. The most important thing was that the dolphins were 
fine. There were so many visitors every day, so they were bound to encounter one or 
two scumbags like this fat man. 

“Sir, I had advised the child to cooperate with the dolphins. This happened because 
your child moved at the last minute and almost hurt the little dolphin. As you know, 
dolphins are wild animals. They retaliate at any signs of danger.”novel.xo 

The keeper snapped back without courtesy. 

The two big dolphins behind her passed by and approached the fat man as if they could 
understand human speech. 

Although the man was huge, he was only about 90kg. The strength of two adult 
dolphins was enough to blow him away. 

The father and son were immediately taken aback. Their faces turned many shades of 
shock. 

When the audience saw this scene, it gave them unspeakable satisfaction. 

“Quick, get the dolphins under control! What are they trying to do?” 

The keeper deliberately ignored him as the two adult dolphins got closer and closer. 
The fat man could not care about his embarrassment and started howling. 

His son was also terrified, realizing for the first time that dolphins may not be adorable. 

Finally, the keeper signaled an order after seeing the desired effect on the fat man. The 
two adult dolphins heeded the order, turned around, and returned with a splash. 

The three little kids looked at each other and laughed heartily at what happened. 



“The parent dolphins are awesome! They protected the baby dolphin!” Estie looked at 
Daddy and Mommy for approval. 

Byron and Rosalie nodded with a smile. 

“Well, the baby dolphin must’ve been startled. I want to check on it.” With that, Estie let 
go of her Mommy’s hand and happily walked toward the keeper. 

“Estie, don’t go there. The baby dolphin’s parents are still angry,” Lucian reminded her. 

Byron moved faster to keep up with Estie. 

When the keeper saw the little girl approaching again, she quickly reminded her, “Hey 
little one, don’t come over here. 

The parent dolphins are very protective of their calf now, so they’ll be hostile to 
everyone except me.” 

Byron held Estie back and nodded. “Estie, you have to listen to the keeper.” 

Estie nodded sensibly but waved to the calf from a distance. “Baby dolphin, are you 
okay? Don’t be afraid, I’ll come to see you next time! Let’s perform together again!” 

This time, the audience was all in awe of Estie’s cuteness. 

However, to everyone’s surprise, the baby dolphin seemed to understand what Estie 
said. It left the protective circle of its parents and approached Estie happily. 

It raised its head high toward Estie and allowed the little girl to touch its head again. 

“Hehehe…” Estie touched it and giggled happily. 

Splash, the little dolphin, also responded by making a joyful sound. 

The moment was harmonious and beautiful. Many audience members took out their 
mobile phones to take photos. 

Even Rosalie took out her mobile phone to quickly record this rare and beautiful 
moment of her daughter. 

At first, the keeper was worried. Then, she was surprised. Finally, her frown turned into 
a gratified smile. “Splash seems really fond of your daughter!” 

Byron nodded in response. His face was still tense and slightly serious as he watched 
the two adult dolphins 



vigilantly. He was worried that they might misunderstand and attack the little girl. 

Fortunately, that did not happen. 

The two adult dolphins seemed to understand the child’s intentions. They just watched 
from a distance without making any movements. 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1792-The warm interaction 
between Estie and Splash got the two brothers to come over. 

Lucian and Nox approached too, but Splash did not reject them at all. Instead, it moved 
closer to let the two little ones stroke its head too. 

Byron and Rosalie saw this, looked at each other, and smiled. 

The keeper had no worries either and began to direct the two adult dolphins back to the 
pool and regroup with the other dolphins. 

The fat father and son were ignored by everyone. He took his son’s hand and left with a 
look of regret and boredom. 

However, the fat boy’s eyes were fixed on Splash. His gaze was full of hostility. 

“Dad, that’s just a beast. I don’t understand why people like it so much?” the fat boy 
asked angrily.novel.xo 

The fat man nodded. The apple did not fall far from the tree. 

He led his son to walk up the steps and back to the auditorium. 

Suddenly, the fat boy let go of his hand and quickly ran toward Estie. 

When he got behind Estie, he stretched out his hand and pushed hard. 

Estie was caught off guard, and the heavy thrust pushed her directly into the pool. 

Beside Estie, Lucian and Nox were stunned for half a second before shouting angrily. 

“Bastard, you bastard!” 



The two of them came at the fat boy regardless of their size difference and threw the fat 
boy to the ground. 

Byron and Rosalie never expected this to happen. 

“Estie-“ 

It was Rosalie’s panicked call. 

Almost the second after Estie fell into the water, Rosalie immediately jumped into the 
pool. 

Byron came to his senses as he watched his beloved wife and daughter fall into the 
water. Without a second thought, he quickly followed suit. 

This happened even more suddenly than the little dolphin incident just now. 

Suddenly, exclamations erupted from the auditorium. Many people stood up 
involuntarily. 

“Hurry up! Hurry up and save them! The pool is very deep. That little girl is in danger!” 

“Keeper, hurry up and save them—” 

“Oh my God, that terrible child is so vicious. How dare he push someone into the 
water?!” 

Many people could not stand it any longer. They quickly left their seats and rushed to 
the edge of the pool. 

In the pool, Estie suddenly choked as she took two gulps of water. 

Immediately afterward, she felt Mommy holding her little body. 

Rosalie could not swim because she was holding the child with both hands. She only 
had one thought in her mind— Estie could not get hurt! 

Therefore, she did not care about herself at all. She kept sinking, but her hands were 
raised high. She intended to lift Estie out of the water. 

In an instant, Estie breathed fresh air and coughed heavily. 

Rosalie’s body continued to sink. She felt that the air in her lungs was being consumed 
rapidly, and there was a burning and tearing sensation. 

As she slowly lost consciousness, a man’s figure suddenly appeared beside her. 



The man moved quickly, held her, and kept pulling her toward the surface of the water. 

Finally, the keeper jumped into the water and took Estie from Rosalie. 

“Give her to me, Ma’am. Well get the girl to safety right away. 

The voice came from above the water. Rosalie could not hear it clearly, but she felt a 
sudden relief when Estie was taken out of her hands. 

At this moment, Byron was still pulling her up. Her hands were free, so she was finally 
able to swim vigorously. 

Perhaps three to four seconds later, Rosalie finally swam to the surface of the water 
and breathed heavily. 

Then, her face was anxious, and her eyes immediately turned to the ground. 

When she saw that Estie had been taken to safety and many helpful audience members 
were helping to pull her ashore, she finally felt a little more at ease. 

At this time, she felt a wave of water behind her. She turned and looked around in a 
panic. 

“Where’s Byron? Where is he?” Her heart was troubled for a while. 

Just then, Byron’s handsome face suddenly appeared in front of her eyes. 

Byron stretched out his hand and held the woman. He was afraid that the woman would 
lose her strength and sink again. 

At the same time, his eyes quickly looked outward. 

The tension in his heart slowly dissipated when he saw that Estie had been rescued. 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1793-After Byron and 
Rosalie got out of the pool, the two quickly checked on Estie. 

Estie had drunk some water and calmed down. “Daddy, Mommy, I’m fine! When I fell, 
the baby dolphin saw it and even tried to save me!” 



Byron and Rosalie were both stunned. This girl was close to the baby dolphin, indeed. 

However, they did not see it because it was too urgent at the time. They did not expect 
others to save their daughter. 

“Did you choke on the water?” Rosalie asked. 

Estie frowned and nodded. “I think I swallowed some water. 

I feel a little sick. Will my tummy hurt later?”novel.xo 

Rosalie patted her head and comforted her, “No, I’m a doctor. Just take some medicine 
to kill the bacteria and you’ll be fine.” 

At this moment, both Lucian and Nox lowered their heads. They were ready to be 
reprimanded. 

“Daddy, Mommy, we didn’t protect our sister well. We’re sorry!” 

Byron squatted down and immediately hugged them. “No, this isn’t your fault. This is an 
accident. You did a great job and restrained that fat kid in time. Otherwise, he would’ve 
pushed the both of you too! Daddy and Mommy wouldn’t be 

able to save all of you if that were to happen.” 

“Yes, Lucian and Nox. You did the right thing. Even if you had jumped into the pool at 
that time, you wouldn’t have been able to save your sister. It must be done by us adults. 
Neither Daddy nor Mommy will blame you.” 

Rosalie could not help feeling a little sour seeing her sons’ grievances. She quickly 
comforted them. 

At this time, the dolphin keeper and many spectators also came over, expressing their 
concern for Byron’s family. 

This reminded Byron and Rosalie of something, and their hearts were instantly filled 
with anger. 

“Where’s that fat kid?” It was the first time in Rosalie’s life that she resented a child so 
much. 

Byron’s expression darkened. “That kid is vicious. He treats life as a toy!” 

The fat man and his son were surrounded by an angry audience that could not stop 
cursing them. 



As Byron and Rosalie approached them, the crowd took the initiative to move away. 

Rosalie instantly saw that the fat boy had no expression of remorse at all, and there was 
even a sense of glee in his eyes. 

However, she also saw that the fat boy’s nose was bleeding. 

“Daddy, Mommy, Nox and I beat him up!” Lucian once again had a guilty expression. 

Unexpectedly, what he got was Byron’s compliment. “Okay, well done. This kind of 
person should be severely punished! You were right to do it. Don’t worry about it!” 

The fat man did not expect that his son would cause him such a big problem. As Byron 
and Rosalie approached him, he took the initiative to apologize. 

“My son was wrong this time. I apologize to the two of you. 

How much compensation do you want? I can pay!” 

Before he could continue to speak, Byron kicked him to the ground hard. 

“Compensation? Can you afford it?” 

Byron’s eyes looked like he could swallow the man whole. 

Rosalie also gritted her teeth and scolded coldly, “Look at your son, how proud he is. I 
don’t know how you could raise such a piece of trash!” 

She could not control her emotions. It was the first time she saw such a horrid child. 

If it were not for so many people watching now, she would have given that fat boy a 
good slap. 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1794-“Compensation? Are 
you crazy? Do you know that he’s the president of Lawrence Corporation, Mr. Byron 
Lawrence? How much can you compensate?” 

“Fatty, just await your bad luck today. You brought up such a terrible son! You’re merely 
asking for death!” 



“Has someone called the police already? There’s no need to call the police. Just throw 
his son into the pool and let the dolphins have fun with him!” 

Before Byron and Rosalie could act, the onlookers had become irritable. They were 
ready to deal with this pair of father and son. 

The fat man was so frightened that he almost lost his wits, and his face turned pale. 

He glanced at his son, who looked completely aloof. The man suddenly exploded, 
raised his hand, and slapped the boy’s head a few times.novel.xo 

“You idiot, this is going to make me miserable! Damn it, you punk. Who told you to push 
her into the water? What f*cking bad luck…” 

He kept cursing. As if his hands were not enough, he kicked the boy too. 

The fat boy screamed after being beaten. 

Many people even shouted loudly for the boy to be hit harder. This child needed to learn 
his lesson. 

At this moment, the keeper walked up to Byron and Rosalie with a guilty expression on 
her face. 

She apologized sincerely, “Sir, Ma’am, I’m really sorry. I invited your children to join the 
performance, and it caused so many things to happen. I was negligent. I wonder how 
the aquarium can make it up to you?” 

Rosalie shook her head. “It’s not your fault; it was the father and son’s problem. Since 
you’ve already called the police, let’s wait for the police to deal with it!” 

Then, she tugged at Byron and whispered to him, “If the police were to deal with this, 
we’ll just get an apology and some compensation. The child is underaged, after all! 

However, I can’t endure this injustice and let it go!” 

“Yeah, it’s impossible to just let them go!” Byron’s eyes were cold. 

Soon, the police arrived. 

They checked the surveillance records upon investigation. 

The father and son were promptly taken away by the police. Byron and Rosalie brought 
the kids to the police station to cooperate with the investigation. 



Everything was as Rosalie expected. Everything that involved the boy’s terrible 
mistakes was difficult to pin down. 

However, Byron called Luther at the gate of the police station. 

Immediately, he took Rosalie and the kids to a nearby hotel so that they could take a 
shower and change their clothes. 

When the police called, Byron and Rosalie went to the station again. 

“President Lawrence, Miss Jacobs, there’s no way to satisfy you with the outcome of 
this matter. We’ve done our best and metered the maximum punishment we could. Mr. 

Fabian must compensate you 30,000 dollars for damages, and his son must personally 
apologize for his mistake. At the same time, follow-up investigations will be carried out 
and the child’s school will be notified.” 

The police were worried about the subsequent backlash that Byron might cause, so 
they tried their best to punish the father and son. 

Byron quickly signed the negotiation and mediation documents. 

“Honey, I won’t let this matter go so easily.” Byron looked at the woman and promised. 

Rosalie nodded, and a thought came to her mind. 

When the two returned to the hotel, the kids were playing. Estie was still talking about 
the baby dolphin, completely forgetting the fear of falling into the water just now. 

Fortunately, the girl was still young and did not suffer from any trauma. 

Rosalie immediately called Linda and asked her for some antiseptic medicine. 

At this time, the doorbell rang, and the fat man’s voice came from outside the hotel 
room door. 

With a fearful tone, he said, “President Lawrence, Miss Jacobs, it’s Carl Fabian. I 
brought my son here to apologize to you…” 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1795-Byron and Rosalie 
had no intention of opening the door at all. 

Carl was at the door, shouting continuously over and over again. 

His voice became more sincere each time, and the fear in his heart increased rapidly. 

He looked at his son fiercely, gritted his teeth, and spat. Then, he ruthlessly knuckled 
his son on the head. 

“Ah! Dad, why did you hit me?” the fat boy yelled. He did not know why his father, who 
had always been fiercer than others, suddenly became so humble. 

Barely giving his son time to come back to his senses, Carl roared again. “Kneel, kneel 
right away! Beg President Lawrence and Miss Jacobs for forgiveness.” 

The fat boy hesitated and shook his head in reluctance.” Why do I have to apologize? I 
didn’t do anything! Isn’t the little girl alright?”novel.xo 

Not a shred of remorse at all! 

Carl blew up completely. He slapped his son’s face several times in succession, making 
him scream and cry. 

Byron frowned heavily. The commotion was getting louder and louder outside. 

“Are they still trying to use bitter tricks? His son is showing no remorse at all. I’ll never 
forgive him!” Rosalie trembled with anger when he heard the fat boy’s words. 

In the end, Byron called the front desk of the hotel. Several security guards came over 
and sent Carl and his son away. 

At the gate of the hotel, Carl muttered, “Looks like the Lawrence family isn’t going to 
accept an apology. Well, since I’ve already apologized and the police have already 
handled the case, that’s it then. It’s better if they don’t want my money!” 

He thought it was over. 

Immediately, he said to his son, “Open your eyes a little next time. Don’t mess with 
someone rich and powerful. Savagery must be used in the right place!” 

“Okay, Dad. So all is good this time? I thought you were afraid of President Lawrence 
just now. He doesn’t seem that great anyway!” The boy chuckled, completely forgetting 
the beating he received from Carl just now. 



“Hmph, I was just pretending. Anyway, the ability to settle matters is a superpower! You 
must remember that well.” Carl changed his expression and had a sinister smile on his 
face. 

This time, a van suddenly drove toward the father and son. 

Before they could respond, five or six unknown figures that were all masked and clad in 
black, jumped out of the van and dragged both of them inside. 

Screams inside the van could be heard as the vehicle drove away. 

The van arrived at the outskirts of the city, somewhere in the wilderness. The van door 
opened. The father and son were both bruised and swollen, and they were called to get 
out of the van. 

Carl’s nose kept bleeding as he begged for mercy, “Have mercy. Please let us go. I can 
give you whatever you want!” 

His son was a child, after all, so the masked men in black were not too ruthless. They 
only slapped the boy repeatedly until his face was swollen. 

“Boss, here it is! This is the employer’s order. Sprinkle it on the child!” one of the men in 
black said to the leader. 

He held a packet of powder in his hand. 

“What is it?” the leader asked, but it seemed unnecessary to ask after thinking about it. 

The task was to give the father and son a good lesson, so why ask so many questions? 

Thus, he walked up to the fat boy and sprinkled the powder down from the neckline. 

Immediately afterward, he yelled at the fat boy again, “Take off your pants!” 

The fat boy did not dare to make a sound at all, and his eyes were full of fear. After all, 
he sensed that these people were vicious. 

He took off his trousers, and the leader sprinkled the powder on him again. 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1796-It did not take long 
before the fat boy felt his whole body itch. He fell to the ground all of a sudden and 
rolled around. 

“Dad, what is this? I feel itchy all over my body. This is bad! It feels like ten thousand 
ants are biting me! Dad, help me!” 

The fat boy called out in horror, but Carl did not dare to say a word at all. He could only 
kneel on the ground and beg for mercy. 

“Brothers, fellow good men! I’ve been ignorant. I’ve offended people who shouldn’t be 
offended! We both deserve to die, but please let us go. I can give you 20,000 dollars. 
Perhaps you could accept the money…” 

The leader snorted coldly, raised his foot, and kicked Carl.” Do you think we’re 
beggars? How could 20,000 dollars be enough? Fine, no need to beg for mercy 
anymore. There’s a pit prepared for both of you today!” 

‘A pit?’ Carl was so frightened that his whole body went limp. 

Carl ignored his son when the latter was rolling around in front of him, screaming and 
kicking up a cloud of dust. Carl was desperate to the extreme. 

Pit? Were they going to bury them?novel.xo 

He completely understood just who he had offended this time! 

The leader ordered his men to take Carl and his son toward the deep hole they had dug 
in advance. 

The so-called bottomless pit was only two meters deep, and the ladder used when 
digging it was still there. 

“Are you going down the ladder by yourself, or shall we just push you down?” the leader 
asked Carl coldly. 

At this time, Carl’s face was as numb as a walking corpse. He was so frightened that his 
insides had turned into goo. In the end, he took his son down the ladder. 

He thought that they would be buried alive by these people. 

Unexpectedly, the leader snorted coldly from the top and said, “Enjoy your stay. A 
woodcutter will pass by tomorrow night, and that’s your chance to leave this pit! 
Remember today’s lesson!” 

Carl’s face was filled with puzzlement. 



‘This isn’t an assassination!’ 

He could survive this catastrophe. There was hope after despair. All this made Carl fall 
to the ground completely. 

He was terrified. 

Beside him, his son was still screaming and crying while rolling around. “Dad, I feel 
terrible! Dad, help me! Why is my body so itchy? No matter how much I scratch, the 
itchiness doesn’t go away!” 

“It’ll be over once your son has itched for three days and three nights! He should try not 
to tear his skin from all that scratching!” The leader sneered, waved his hand, and went 
away with his lackeys. 

At the hotel, Byron received a call from Luther. 

“Master, the matter is settled. Lessons were sufficiently given!” Luther had entrusted the 
matter to many intermediaries, but he believed that they would handle it well. 

Byron nodded. “Okay. Pick up the kids from the hotel and send them home.” 

Luther suddenly asked, “The powder that Linda gave me, was that your order too, 
Master?” 

“What powder?” Byron muttered in puzzlement. When Rosalie, who was next to him, 
heard it, she smiled in admission. 

“I told Linda to give it to Luther!” 

“Oh, that’s fine. You can do as you wish,” Byron responded to Luther and immediately 
hung up the phone. 

He knew that Rosalie was truly infuriated this time. The powder she gave must not be 
anything pleasant, and it was specifically meant for that fat kid. 

Not long after, Byron received a video. 

In the video, Carl and his son’s tragic fate was recorded. The screams of the fat kid 
finally made Rosalie feel much happier. 

Estie’s life was almost in danger this time. This little punishment was nothing! 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1797-In the evening, back 
at the villa. 

After Rosalie bathed the kids and told them bedtime stories, she returned to the living 
room on the first floor. 

Byron was still working downstairs because there were some things that Luther could 
not do for him. For example, a big client in Europe was facing many problems recently, 
and they seemed to want to cancel their cooperation. 

No matter how Luther tried to appease them, it was useless. Thus, Byron must handle 
this in person. 

Moreover, the client refused to answer the phone and was only willing to communicate 
via email. 

Rosalie was about to tell Byron to rest, but at a glance, she could see that the man’s 
face was flushed red. 

‘Gosh, he’s having a cold and a fever!’ 

Rosalie walked up to him and reached out to feel his forehead. 

Sure enough, his skin felt hot.novel.xo 

“You have a fever! Stop working and let me examine you.” Rosalie saw that the man 
was still busy, so she quickly grabbed him. 

“Really? No wonder I felt so hot.” Byron seemed fine as he spoke with a calm 
demeanor. 

However, Rosalie was anxious. “HI take your temperature right away. Have some water 
first. Why aren’t you sweating?” 

Rosalie got a thermometer and held it against him. The temperature was 38.5 degrees. 

It was a high fever. 

He would have been weakened by the fever if he were a child. 



“No, stop working. You must have caught a cold in the aquarium. When you jumped into 
the pool, did you choke on the water?” Rosalie shut the laptop when the man sent the 
email. 

Immediately, she put on a professional expression and started diagnosis and treatment. 

On top of replenishing his fluids, Rosalie quickly administered antibacterial drugs. It was 
very likely that Byron had come into contact with bacteria in the pool. 

Byron maintained a relaxed expression and kept saying that he was fine. 

Rosalie was restless. She knew that he had always been in good health and exercised 
regularly. 

People like him were usually quite resistant to bacteria and virus infections. However, 
once they fell ill, it would not be a trivial matter. 

Sure enough, Byron’s body temperature soon rose again, approaching 39 degrees. 

This frightened Rosalie. The man was like a big furnace, unbearably hot. 

Byron followed her instructions and obediently took the medicine and drank more fluids. 
Then, he was overcome by a huge sense of fatigue. He could not concentrate. 

“Don’t sit upright anymore. Go to your room and lie down. I have to watch your 
temperature throughout the night. It’s too high. We don’t have any spare fever 
medication at home. ” Rosalie picked up her phone and quickly asked Luther to buy 
some medicine. 

Byron was treated as a patient, experiencing the process of being cared for. 

His fever was indeed severe. His head began to feel very heavy as dizziness struck 
him. 

Not long after, Luther arrived with the fever medication. Rosalie woke Byron up. “Wake 
up and take your medicine. Do your eyes hurt from the light?” 

Byron woke up in a daze and took the medicine. He seemed weak but was able to nod 
to Rosalie’s question. 

“Okay, don’t worry about it and just sleep. I’m here, don’t worry. You’ll be fine. Your 
fever will go down soon!” 

With a soft tone, Rosalie grasped the man’s hand with her right hand. His palm was still 
hot to the touch. 



She did not let go of him. She used her other hand to check the temperature on his 
forehead from time to time. 

The fever medicine worked quickly. After ten minutes, Byron’s forehead began to sweat 
continuously. His palms turned sweaty as well. Almost every pore in his body was 
sweating as his fever broke. 

However, Rosalie did not dare to let down her guard. The temperature drop was only a 
temporary measure. His body temperature would fluctuate again at night. 

She was ready to stay up all night. 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1798-That night, Byron’s 
high fever fluctuated as Rosalie expected. 

Just like a repeated tug-of-war, his temperature dropped and then went up before slowly 
dropping again. Near dawn, his fever rose to 38.7 degrees again. 

The fever medication could only be taken once every six hours. Rosalie saw that it 
wasn’t time yet, so she immediately switched to a physical cooling method. 

She wiped down Byron’s body over and over again. After an hour-long battle, his 
temperature finally dropped again. 

Byron was constantly half-awake throughout the whole process. The color on his face 
gradually became normal, but his lips were slightly pale. He looked exhausted. 

“Honey, thank you for your hard work.” The man’s eyes were hazy. He fell back asleep 
after he finished speaking. 

Rosalie felt that the situation was amiss. A common fever and cold would not be so 
serious. 

She immediately brought a few test tubes, drew two tubes of blood quickly, and called 
Luther to watch over Byron.novel.xo 

Luther was still fighting to stay awake when he came, but when he heard that the 
president was ill, he became wide awake. 

Rosalie forgot about being tired and drove to the laboratory. 



Half an hour later, Rosalie finally discovered the germs responsible for his infection. The 
previous medication did not overcome the infection, so it failed in efficacy. 

She quickly took some medicine from the laboratory and rushed back to the villa. 

Byron woke up just in time to see her arrive, and Rosalie asked him how he felt. 

“Every muscle all over my body is aching. This seems like a viral flu. Honey, have you 
not slept all night? I’ll be fine. You don’t have to work so hard!” 

After Byron expressed his thoughts, Rosalie asked him to take medicine immediately. 

The man took the medicine and cooperated with Rosalie to have his temperature taken. 

Looking at her tired face and puffy eyes, Byron reached out to caress her face with a 
smile. 

Rosalie reached out, held his hand, and responded with a smile, “I’m fine. I’ll go to bed 
after I observe for a while more, tv 

An hour later, Rosalie asked Luther to go home after he had breakfast at the villa. 

Byron’s condition had greatly improved. His body temperature was completely under 
control now, but he was still exhausted and weak. 

Sickness came swiftly and went away slowly. His immune system had just gone through 
a tough battle. His recovery was slow because healthy cells were affected as a result. 

Finally, under Byron’s pleading, Rosalie went to sleep. 

Before going to bed, Rosalie reminded him, ‘ When the kids wake up, we should be 
quarantined temporarily so that we won’t infect them.” 

Byron nodded, got up, took a shower, and had breakfast. 

Rosalie did not sleep for long when Melody rushed over. 

She saw Byron’s sickly complexion upon entering the living room. She immediately 
asked with concern, ‘ Byron, what happened? I heard from the housekeeper that you 
have a cold and a fever?” 

“Mom, I’m fine. I just caught a cold, and Rosalie has already treated me. However, I 
can’t recover so quickly.” 

Byron responded, but Melody was still worried. She came over and felt his forehead 
with her hand. It still felt rather warm. 



Melody suddenly became angry. “Did you go to the aquarium yesterday? What 
happened was posted on the internet by many people. Did you catch a cold because of 
that incident?” 

“Probably, but it’s inevitable to have a headache and fever. I’ll be okay. This is also a 
test for my immune system.” Byron did not take it seriously at all. 

Melody was reluctant to let it go. “How can you say that it’s okay? If Rosalie had taken 
better care of Estie, she wouldn’t have let Estie fall into the water. If Estie had not fallen 
into the water, how could you have come into contact with germs that caused your cold 
and fever?” 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1799-Byron frowned and 
cast a cold glance at his mother. 

“Mom, that was an accident. What are you talking about?” “Yes, yes, it was an accident. 
However, you were neglectful enough to let your children go on stage to perform with 
animals. That’s so dangerous. In my honest opinion, Rosalie isn’t careful enough when 
taking care of the children.” 

Byron became angry when his mother was adamant about blaming the woman for 
everything. 

“Mom, did you come to visit me? Or did you come as an executioner to cast judgment 
over what happened? If you continue to behave like this, it’s best if you don’t come here 
at all!” 

Melody was silenced immediately.novel.xo 

She did not expect her son to be so harsh to her. 

She was stunned for a few seconds. She wanted to get angry but held back. “Okay, I 
won’t talk about it. However, I’ve been thinking about the two boys for the past two 
days. Can I raise my concerns? Can Rosalie come up with evidence?” 

Melody put on a calm tone. 

Byron had no way to escape this. Even if everyone in the immediate family accepted the 
boys, the extended branch of the Lawrence family would not be able to believe the 
claims. 



He nodded and agreed after some consideration. “Okay, let’s do a thorough paternity 
test to convince everyone.” 

Melody’s wish was fulfilled, and a slight smile appeared on the corners of her mouth. 

She truly did not believe the claims and decided that it was all Rosalie’s trickery. 

Byron gave the excuse that he was still exhausted and needed rest to finally persuade 
his mother to leave. 

He put some distance between himself and the kids when they woke up. He explained 
to them about his illness and reminded them not to get too close. 

“Mommy didn’t sleep last night to take care of me. She’s sleeping now, so you must 
keep the volume down and don’t make a lot of noise. Lucian, you have to take good 
care of your younger brother and sister.” 

The three little kids were very sensible and all nodded in agreement. 

“Daddy, it must be hard on you since you’re sick. You should get some rest so that you 
can recover quickly,” Estie told Daddy. 

“Yes, call us if you need anything, Daddy. We can take care of Daddy too.” 

Lucian and Nox both made promises to Byron. 

Byron did feel weak anymore. During the days when Rosalie was poisoned, he was 
indeed busy and did not have enough rest. 

He gave reminders to the housekeeper and servants again before returning to the room 
in peace. 

Rosalie was fast asleep, curled up in a laid-back and adorable sleeping position. Byron 
covered her with a blanket and lay down slowly himself. 

When Byron opened his eyes, he saw the woman measuring his temperature. Her face 
was a little haggard. 

“Why did you wake up? You just slept for a short while. Why don’t you sleep a little 
longer?” Byron asked. 

Rosalie focused on the thermometer. She calmed down once she was sure that it had 
returned to the normal range. Then, she got Byron to take the medicine again. 

‘There were some minor accidents at the research institute today. Some impurities got 
mixed up in the medicine for rheumatism. Strangely enough, the efficacy of the 



medicine increased, so old Mr. Loewe contacted me immediately. He can’t figure out 
what kind of substance is responsible for it. I’m using the reverse method to check now. 
If I can find out the key to the steps, maybe I can switch to a new development method 
in the future,” Rosalie said with a smile. 

She claimed that she could rest assured about the research institute, yet she was still 
worried about it. 

After all, every successfully developed drug meant that more patients would not have to 
suffer. 

Byron nodded in response. Then, he remembered agreeing to his mother’s request and 
spoke to Rosalie for her consent. 

“My mother still refuses to believe the truth. So…” 

Before he could finish, Rosalie answered without hesitation, “We need a paternity test, 
right? It’s okay, let’s do it!” 
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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1800-Byron listened to the 
woman’s blunt tone and hesitated a little. 

He was worried it would upset her. He explained, “I don’t think it’s necessary at all, but 
my mother is too paranoid. If you take offense to it, you don’t have to do it.” 

His expression resembled a child who feared making mistakes. Rosalie felt secretly 
amused, and a smile appeared on her lips. 

“It’s okay. We just need to provide some hair or other samples for the test. It won’t harm 
the kids, so why should I object? If I object, won’t it give the impression that I’m guilty? n 

This was not the time to prioritize her ego. 

Lucian and Nox’s return to the Lawrence family did not revolve around just a simple 
reconciliation with their father. It meant that they have the right to the Lawrence family 
inheritance. 

Rosalie had to fight for the kids’ rights even though money was never her 
priority.novel.xo 



The Lawrence empire was huge. Therefore, a paternity test would be the most direct 
proof to silence the public. 

After they agreed, Rosalie went downstairs to look for Lucian and Nox. The boys’ hair 
happened to have grown 

longer too. She asked the housekeeper to hire a barber to the villa and give the boys a 
haircut. At the same time, she could collect some hair samples for the test. 

Soon, Rosalie obtained hair samples from both Lucian and Nox. She had them 
separately placed and labeled in transparent jars. 

The boys looked refreshed after their haircut, which made Estie want to cut her hair too. 
She begged for the same haircut as her brothers. 

The barber had the added duty of dissuading the little girl’s wild intentions. 

Rosalie handed over the jars to Byron while the man carefully observed her reaction. 
Indeed, she was not angry at all. 

He immediately plucked a few strands of hair from his head and put them in another jar. 

“Oh, I’m getting old. My hair falls off as soon as I pull it. Do you think I’ll be bald in the 
future? Will I get a bald spot on the top of my head?” Byron was really worried. 

Rosalie was amused. She stretched out her hand to run her fingers through his hair. 

Finally, she reassured him. “It shouldn’t be a problem. This is just normal hair fall, and 
it’ll grow back normally. If you’re worried, give me two strands and I’ll test them in the 
lab. I’ll check to see if you’re lacking any nutrition.” 

Byron knew she was not joking from her serious face. He nodded, plucked out two 
more, and handed them to her. 

Rosalie carefully wrapped them in a tissue, keeping them so that she could run the test 
in the lab another day. 

Luther took Byron’s and the two little boys’ hair samples, quickly sending them to the 
Lawrence family’s mansion. 

Melody did not expect her son to agree so easily and even expedite the process. 

She contacted a medical testing company acquired by Lawrence Corporation and 
ordered a paternity test with the hair samples. 

Benedict remained silent. He smoked two or three cigarettes on the side. 



“Why are you so eager? Even if you hadn’t asked for it, our son would’ve done it for 
sure. Right now, you’re just making our son upset for nothing!” 

Benedict reminded Melody, but she would not stand for it. 

“A paternity test is an impending matter anyway, so what if I take on the role of an evil 
mother-in-law? Rosalie doesn’t think of me as an elder at all. She has already moved in 
to live with our son, but she hasn’t come to visit us even once. She disregards our 
existence!” Melody responded angrily. 

“She’s only been there for a few days, so things might still be uncertain. We, the 
Lawrence family, are the ones who wronged her first,” Benedict said with a sigh. 
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